Questions?

• Project #1
  – Registered?
  – Users?
    • *The service does not exist yet. What do I do?*

• Grad project
Low fidelity prototyping

• Quickly get an idea of how the interface will work
• Identify most salient problems rapidly
• Avoid spending time in implementation details

• Create key interface snapshots
  – Using paper, transparency and markers

• Wizard of Oz execution
  – A designer will simulate the computer by moving snapshots around
  – A facilitator may help the user by answering questions etc…
Rapid prototyping exercise

• A internet radio appliance
  – Connected to the net through a wireless connection
  – Battery operated

• Key features
  – Fit in 8”x4”x2”
  – Controls
    • Volume, pause, backward, forward
    • Stations
      – Thousands stations on the web
    • Presets
    • Virtual programming
      – A list of today shows you would like to hear